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In this article we propose how to define the Fuc ik spectra for differential systems
in Rn with jumping nonlinearities. The Property P, a generalization of the non-
Fuc ik spectra to positively homogeneous nonautonomous differential systems, is
also defined in the most general setting. A quantitative estimate result concerning
the parameterized completely continuous, positively homogeneous perturbations of
the identity in Banach spaces is given in this article. Such a result is a generalization
of one property in the spectrum theory for completely continuous linear operators.
Using this estimate result, we will give some significantly improved nonresonance
results from the Fuc ik spectra and Property P for asymptotically positively
homogeneous differential systems.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The eigenvalues of the second order differential operator u  &u"
u"+*u=0, t # [0, |] \$= ddt+ (1.1)
subject to a certain boundary condition, say the periodic boundary condition
u(0)&u(|)=u$(0)&u$(|)=0 (1.2)
are, by definition, those * such that the problem (1.1)(1.2) has nontrivial
solutions. The eigenvalues are given by *=(2k?|)2, k=0, 1, 2, ... . On
the other hand, the eigenvalues can be understood from the nonresonance
results. More exactly, * is not an eigenvalue of (1.1)(1.2) if and only if the
equation
u"+*u=h(t) (1.3)
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is nonresonant with respect to boundary condition (1.2), which means that
problem (1.3)(1.2) has at least one solution for each h in a certain class
of functions.
After a complete understanding of the linear case, the nonresonance results
for nonlinear differential equations can be given. For example, if f (u) is a
continuous function with the following asymptotic behavior
lim
|u|  
f (u)u=*,
then the equation
u"+f (u)=h(t) (1.4)
is nonresonant if * is not an eigenvalue.
Suppose now that f (u) in (1.4) has different asymptotic behavior when
u  + and u  &,
lim
u  \
f (u)u=*\. (1.5)
S. Fuc ik [F1, F2] and E. N. Dancer [D1, D2] first noticed that the non-
resonance of (1.4)(1.2) should exclude those pairs (*+, *&) such that the
following positively homogeneous equation
u"+*+u++*&u&=0 (1.6)
has nontrivial solutions satisfying (1.2), where
u+=max[u, 0] and u&=min[u, 0].
Now those f (u) satisfying (1.5) are called jumping or asymmetric nonlinearities
and those pairs (*+, *&) ensuring that (1.6)(1.2) have nontrivial solutions
are called the Fuc ik spectra (with respect to the boundary condition (1.2)).
The set 7 of the Fuc ik spectra is
7={(*+, *&) # R2 : either *+=0, or *&=0, or
*\>0 and
?
- *+
+
?
- *&
=
|
n
, n # N= .
In this paper we are interested in the nonresonance conditions for the
second-order nonlinear differential equation
u"+ f (t, u, u$)=h(t), t # [0, |], (1.7)
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subject to the boundary condition (1.2), where f =f (t, u, v) is semilinear in
the following sense:
lim sup
|u|+|v|  
| f (t, u, v)|
|u|+|v|
=.(t)
exist uniformly in t # [0, |]. In fact, we will consider, in the more general
setting, the first-order nonlinear differential systems in Rn when the non-
linearities have some asymptotically positive homogeneity.
Inspired by Fuc ik’s observation, a large variety of problems concerning
various jumping nonlinearities have been studied by many authors. Various
kinds of the Fuc ik spectra and their generalizations have been given for
boundary value problems (BVP) of differential equations of special forms.
Among these works, most are concerned with the second-order differential
equations, see [FA, DI, EN, GO, HOZ, In, LM1, LM2, LM3, MW, Wa]
and the references therein.
Let us first mention some works on the Fuc ik spectra. Besides the standard
concept for Fuc ik spectra, A. Fonda and F. Zanolin [FZ] have introduced the
corresponding Fuc ik spectra for the periodic BVP of the Lie nard equation
u"+g(u)u$+f (u)=h(t),
where f (u) and g(u) are continuous functions from R to R such that
lim
u  \
f (u)u=*\
and
lim
u  \
g(u)=+\
exist.
The periodic BVP of fourth-order and higher-order differential equations
is also studied in this spirit, see Krejc i [Kr], Garcia-Huidobro [Ga], and
Omari and Zanolin [OZ]. Recently, the Fuc ik spectra for the following
BVP of a third-order scalar differential equation
{u$$$+f (u)=h(t), t # [0, 1],u(0)=u$(0)=u(1)=0.
are introduced and are investigated in great detail by Gaudenzi and Habets
[GH].
These works result in the first problem in this article, namely, how can
we introduce the Fuc ik spectra for general differential equations (1.7) and
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the first-order differential systems in Rn which have some jumping non-
linearities. The answer is given in Section 4, Definition 4.1. The Fuc ik
spectra for planar differential systems are also computed in Section 4. In
order to derive nonresonance results from Fuc ik spectra, we will give a
functional analysis framework in Section 3, Theorem 3.2. As a result, a
nonresonance result for uniformly jumping nonlinear systems, which will
be defined in Section 2, is also given in Section 4, Theorem 4.1.
The Fuc ik spectra can only deal with the autonomous case in Eq. (1.7):
f =f (u, u$). For the general case where f =f (t, u, v) depends on time variable
t, the concept of Fuc ik spectra must be extended. In order to overcome the
difficulty caused by the nonuniformity of the jumping nonlinearities with
respect to t, Fonda and Habets [FH], Habets and Metzen [HM], and
Gaudenzi and Habets [GH] introduce a property named Property P. Such
a property is a generalization of the non-Fuc ik spectra. The corresponding
existence results can be obtained from Property P for asymptotically positively
homogeneous differential equations.
Let us now explain what Property P does mean. We consider, as an
example, the Rayleigh equation studied in [FH]:
u"+g(t, u$)+f (t, u)=h(t), (1.8)
where f and g are continuous functions from [0, |]_R to R, and satisfy,
for some L functions a\, b\, c\, d \ # L(0, |), the following growth
conditions:
a\(t)lim inf
u  \
g(t, u)
u
lim sup
u  \
g(t, u)
u
b\(t), (1.9)
and
c\(t)lim inf
u  \
f (t, u)
u
lim sup
u  \
f (t, u)
u
d \(t). (1.10)
That Eq. (1.8) has the Property P with respect to boundary condition (1.2)
means that for any functions *\, +\ # L(0, |) satisfying, for all t # [0, |],
a\(t)*\(t)b\(t), c\(t)+\(t)d \(t),
the positively homogeneous equation
u"+*+(t)(u$)++*&(t)(u$)&+++(t) u+++&(t)u&=0
has only the trivial solution u#0 satisfying (1.2). Obviously, when a+(t)=
b+(t), a&(t)=b&(t), c+(t)=d +(t) and c&(t)=d &(t) are constants, the
Property P reduces to the non-Fuc ik spectra considered in [FZ].
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Before going into the second problem in this article, let us briefly mention
the methods used to deal with the nonresonance problem (1.7)(1.2). When
f =f (u) in (1.7), Ding, Iannacci, and Zanolin [DIZ, DZ] systematically
developed the technique of time-mappings. When f =f (t, u), Eq. (1.7) has
variational structure and thus can be studied by variational method, cf.
[Cu, CG]. In this paper, we are interested in the problem (1.7)(1.2) with
general f =f (t, u, v). In fact, we will consider the periodic BVP of general
first-order differential systems in Rn :
x$=f (t, x), t # [0, |], (1.11)
x(0)=x(|). (1.12)
A natural approach to the problem (1.11)(1.12) is the coincidence degree
theory, cf. Mawhin [Ma1, Ma2]. Recall that coincidence degree can deal
with the problem (1.11)(1.12) when f (t, x): [0, |]_Rn  Rn satisfies the
L1-Carathe odory condition. From this advantage of coincidence degree
theory, the most natural restriction on the functions a\, b\, c\, d \ in
(1.9) and (1.10) is that they are in the space L1(0, |), not in the more
restricted space L(0, |) as considered in [FH]. Such an observation
results in the second problem in this article, namely, we are going to give
a generalization of Property P in [FH, HM, GH] so that it can cover the
most natural case explained above and the corresponding existence results
can also be derived from such a generalized Property P. This problem will
be discussed in Section 5 for asymptotically positively homogeneous non-
autonomous systems, see Theorem 5.1. The results in Section 5, when
applied to Eq. (1.8), generalize the results in [FH] to the case that a\, b\,
c\, d \ # L1(0, |).
In order to obtain a much better nonresonance result from such a Property
P, we will also give a functional analysis framework in Section 3, Theorem 3.1.
From the view point of functional analysis, Theorem 3.1 is a generalization
of one property in the spectrum theory for completely continuous linear
operators in Banach spaces to completely continuous, positively homogeneous
operators. A special case of Theorem 3.1 has been given in [Zh2]. Using this
result, the nonresonance result proved in this article shows that the problem
(1.8)(1.2) has solutions even when h(t) is replaced by any L1-Carathe odory
function h(t, u, u$) such that
.(t)= lim sup
|u|+|u$|  
|h(t, u, u$)|
|u|+|u$|
satisfies
&.&1<c0
for some constant c0>0.
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2. POSITIVELY HOMOGENEOUS NONLINEARITIES AND
COINCIDENCE DEGREE
In this section, we first define various positively homogeneous nonlinearities
to be considered in this article. Then we briefly review the reduction from
a coincidence equation to the fixed point equation in a normed space.
Consider the first order differential systems on Rn :
x$= f (t, x), t # [0, |], (2.1)
where f (t, x): [0, |]_Rn  Rn are L1-Carathe odory functions and are
semilinear in the following sense: There is some . # L1(0, |) such that
lim sup
|x|  
| f (t, x)|
|x|
=.(t) (2.2)
exist uniformly in a.e. t # [0, |]. From the semilinearity condition (2.2),
one sees that for any =>0 there is =(t) # L1(0, |) such that
| f (t, x)|(.(t)+=) |x|+=(t) (2.3)
for all x # Rn and a.e. t # [0, |].
Let SC([0, |]_Rn, Rn) be the collection of all those L1-Carathe odory
functions from [0, |]_Rn to Rn which satisfy the semilinearity condition
(2.2). Denote
SC0([0, |]_Rn, Rn)=[ f # SC([0, |]_Rn, Rn) : .(t)=0 a.e. t # [0, |]].
For any fixed c>0, set
SCc([0, |]_Rn, Rn)=[ f # SC([0, |]_Rn, Rn) : &.&1<c].
Obviously,
SC0([0, |]_Rn, Rn)= ,
c>0
SCc([0, |]_Rn, Rn).
Definition 2.1. We say that Eq. (2.1) has an asymptotically uniform
jumping nonlinearity, if f (t, x) can be decomposed into the following form:
f (t, x)#(A+x++A&x&)+h(t, x),
where A\ are constant (n_n)-matrixes, and h # SC0([0, |]_Rn, Rn). Here
x+=(x+1 , ..., x
+
n ) and x
&=(x&1 , ..., x
&
n ).
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Example 2.1. Lie nard equation: Consider the following second order
scalar differential equation
u"+g(u)u$+f (u)=h(t). (2.4)
Assume that f (u) and g(u) are continuous functions such that
lim
u  \
f (u)u=*\ (2.5)
and
lim
u  \
g(u)=+\ (2.6)
exist and are finite.
Let x1=u and x2=u$+G(u), where G(u)=u0 g(v) dv. Then (2.4) is
equivalent to the planar differential system
{x$1=&G(x1)+x2 ,x$2=&f (x1)+h(t). (2.7)
Under conditions (2.5) and (2.6), we set
A\=\&+
\
&*\
1
0+ .
Thus system (2.7) has an asymptotically uniformly jumping nonlinearity.
Definition 2.2. We say that Eq. (2.1) has an asymptotically positively
homogeneous nonlinearity, if f (t, x) can be decomposed into the following
form:
f (t, x)#(A+(t, x) x++A&(t, x)x&)+h(t, x),
where h # SC0([0, |]_Rn, Rn), and A\(t, x) are L1-Carathe odory (n_n)
matrix-valued functions from [0, |]_Rn to Rn_n such that there are
(n_n) matrix-valued functions B\(t), C\(t) # L1(0, |; Rn_n) so that
B\(t)A\(t, x)C\(t)
for all x # Rn and all t # [0, |]. Here the ordering  for matrixes is defined
componentwise, namely,
A=(aij)B=(bij)  aijbij for all i, j.
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In most applications, Eq. (2.1) has an asymptotically positively homo-
geneous nonlinearity when it satisfies the semilinearity condition (2.2).
Example 2.2. Rayleigh equation: Consider the following second-order
scalar differential equation
u"+f (t, u$)+g(t, u)=h(t), (2.8)
where f and g are L1-Carathe odory functions from [0, |]_R to R, and
satisfy, for some L1 functions a\, b\, c\, d \ # L1(0, |), the following
growth conditions:
a\(t)lim inf
u  \
f (t, u)
u
lim sup
u  \
f (t, u)
u
b\(t) (2.9)
and
c\(t)lim inf
u  \
g(t, u)
u
lim sup
u  \
g(t, u)
u
d \(t) (2.10)
uniformly in a.e. t # [0, |].
Let x1=u and x2=u$. Then Eq. (2.8) is equivalent to the planar differential
system
{x$1=x2 ,x$2=&g(t, x1)& f (t, x2)+h(t). (2.11)
We want to check that (2.11) has an asymptotically positively homogeneous
nonlinearity under the assumptions (2.9) and (2.10). To this end, we work
as in [FH]. Introduce functions
0, if 0u1,
’(u)={u&1, if 1u2,1, if u2,
and
a, if ua,
$(a, u, b)={u, if aub,b, if ub.
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Set
A\(t, x)=\ 0&q\(t, x)
1
&p\(t, x)+ ,
where
q\(t, x)=$ \c\(t), g(t, x1)x1 ’( |x1 | ), b\(t)+ ,
and
p\(t, x)=$ \a\(t), f (t, x2)x2 ’( |x2 | ), d \(t)+ .
Now let the matrix-valued functions B\(t) and C\(t) in Definition 2.2 be
as
B\(t)=\ 0c\(t)
1
a\(t)+ ,
and
C\(t)=\ 0d \(t)
1
b\(t)+ .
Then it is not difficult to check that those A\(t, x), B\(t), and C\(t) verify
the asymptotically positively homogeneous nonlinearity of system (2.11).
Now we give the reduction from a coincidence equation to the fixed
point equation in a normed space, cf. Mawhin [Ma1, Ma2]. Let X and Z
be real normed spaces. Assume that L: D(L)(/X )  Z is a linear Fredholm
operator of index zero, and N: X  Z is an L-completely continuous mapping.
We are interested in the following coincidence equation
Lx=Nx, x # D(L)/X. (2.12)
Let P: X  X and Q: Z  Z be projection operators such that Im(P)=Ker(L)
and Ker(Q)=Im(L). Let J : Im(Q)  Im(P) be any isomorphism. Then Eq.
(2.12) is equivalent to the following fixed point equation in X, cf. [MA1, MA2]:
x=Px+JQN(x)+KP(I&Q) Nx, x # X, (2.13)
where
KP : Im(L)  D(L) & Ker(P)
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is the inverse of the operator
L: D(L) & Ker(P)  Im(L).
As an example, let us consider Eq. (2.1) with the periodic boundary
condition:
x(0)=x(|). (2.14)
The problem (2.1)(2.14) can be settled by coincidence degree. More exactly,
let
X=[x: [0, |]  Rn : x is continuous and x(0)=x(|)]
with the maximum norm & }& . Then the problem (2.1)(2.14) is equivalent
to the following fixed point equation in X :
x=Fx,
where
(Fx)(t)=x(0)+
|&t
| |
|
0
f (s, x(s)) ds+|
t
0
f (s, x(s)) ds,
see [Ma1, Zh2].
3. A QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE RESULT FOR POSITIVELY
HOMOGENEOUS MAPPINGS
Let X be a normed space with the norm & }& and A: X  X be a
completely continuous linear operators. Assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue
of A, i.e.,
Ax=x
has only the trivial solution x=0 in X. From the RieszSchauder theory,
we know that 1 is not in the spectra of A. This means that the operator
I&A has a bounded inverse. Let c0=&(I&A)&1&&1>0. Then we have the
following inequality:
&(I&A) x&c0 &x& for all x # X.
As was observed in Zhang [Zh2], if we are only interested in the estimate
above, the linearity of A can be replaced by the positive homogeneity of A. In
order to study nonuniform nonresonance conditions for differential equations
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with positively homogeneous nonlinearities, we need a parameterized version
of [Zh2, Theorem 1]. Such a result will make the Property P and the non-
resonance results in later sections more reasonable from a viewpoint of
functional analysis.
As usual, we say that a (not necessarily linear) mapping F from X to X
is completely continuous if F is continuous and maps bounded sets to
relatively compact sets.
Let M be a sequentially compact space. We say that a mapping F : M_X  X
is uniformly completely continuous (with respect to M ) if
(i) F is continuous on M_X ; and
(ii) for any sequence [( pn , xn)] in M_X such that [xn] is bounded
in X, the sequence [F( pn , xn)] has a convergent subsequence in X.
A mapping F : X  X is positively homogeneous if
F(kx)=kF(x)
for all k>0 and all x # X.
We now give the main result in this section.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a normed space and M a sequentially compact
space. Let F : M_X  X be a uniformly completely continuous mapping.
Assume that, for each p # M, F( p, } ) is positively homogeneous and the
equation
x&F( p, x)=0 (3.1)
has only the trivial solution x=0 in X. Then there exists a constant c0>0
such that
&x&F( p, x)&c0 &x& (3.2)
for all p # M and x # X.
Proof. Assume that the conclusion (3.2) does not hold. Then there
exists a sequence [( pn , xn)] in M_X such that
&xn&F( pn , xn)&<n&1 &xn& (3.3)
for all n. Set yn=xn &xn & for each n. Then & yn &=1 for all n. From the
positive homogeneity of F( pn , } ), we get from (3.3) that
& yn&F( pn , yn)&<n&1 (3.4)
for all n.
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By the uniformly complete continuity of F, [F( pn , yn)] has a convergent
subsequence [F( pn$ , yn$)], namely,
F( pn$ , yn$)  y0 as n$  
for some y0 # X.
Consequently, (3.4) implies that
yn$  y0 as n$  .
Now, as M is sequentially compact, the sequence [ pn$] has a convergent
subsequence [ pn"], namely pn"  p0 for some p0 # M. By the continuity
of F, we can use (3.4) (with n being replaced by n") to obtain
y0&F( p0 , y0)=0;
which contradicts the assumption (3.1) because & y0&=1. K
Taking M in Theorem 3.1 as a single point, we can use the LeraySchauder
continuation theorem to obtain the following existence result.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a normed space and F : X  X be a completely
continuous, positively homogeneous mapping. Assume that
(i) The equation
x&F(x)=0
has only the trivial solution x=0 in X ; and
(ii) degLS(I&F, Br , 0){0 for some r>0, where Br=[x # X : &x&<r]
and degLS means the LeraySchauder degree.
Then there exists a constant c0>0 such that, for any completely continous
mapping G : X  X satisfying the following growth condition
&G(x)&a &x&+b, \x # X,
where a and b are positive constants with a<c0 , the equation
x&F(x)&G(x)=0
has at least one solution in X.
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4. NONRESONANCE CONDITIONS FOR UNIFORMLY
JUMPING NONLINEARITIES
Consider the periodic BVP of the first order differential system in Rn :
x$= f (t, x), t # [0, |], (4.1)
x(0)=x(|). (4.2)
We aim, in this section, at defining the Fuc ik spectra for the problem
(4.1)(4.2) when Eq. (4.1) has an asymptotically uniformly jumping non-
linearity and then giving the corresponding nonresonance results for the
problem (4.1)(4.2).
Definition 4.1. We say that the pair (A+, A&), where A\ are (n_n)
matrixes, is a Fuc ik spectrum (with respect to boundary condition (4.2)), if
the positively homogeneous differential equation
x$=A+x++A&x&
has a nontrivial solution satisfying (4.2). All Fuc ik spectra are denoted
by 7(n, |). K
Remark. As the Fuc ik spectra in Definition 4.1 have 2n2 parameters,
they contain more information than the usual Fuc ik spectra. For example,
let n=2 and
A\=\ 0&*\
1
0+ ,
we can obtain the usual Fuc ik spectra. If we set
A\=\&+
\
&*\
1
0+ ,
we recover the Fuc ik spectra, defined in [FZ], for the Lie nard equation
u"+g(u) u$+ f (u)=h(t).
As another example, let n=2m and set
A\=* \ 0Im
&Im
0 + .
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If the complex Fuc ik spectra are allowed, one can use the above Fuc ik
spectra to cover the usual spectra of Hamiltonian systems with respect to
the periodic boundary condition, see [CMZ1].
The following is a nonresonance result obtained from non-Fuc ik spectra.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that
(i) (A+, A&)  7(n, |); and
(ii) deg(S, Br , 0){0, where S(x)=A+x++A&x& and Br=[x # Rn :
|x|<r].
Then there exists a constant c>0 such that, for any h # SCc([0, |]_Rn, Rn),
the equation
x$=(A+x++A&x&)+h(t, x) (4.3)
has at least one solution satisfying (4.2). In particular, if f (t, x) is asymptotic
to a uniformly jumping nonlinearity satisfying (i) and (ii) then (4.1)(4.2) has
at least one solution.
Proof. As in Section 2, let X=[x: [0, |]  Rn is continuous and x(0)
=x(|)] with the maximum norm & }& . Then the problem (4.3)(4.2) is
equivalent to the following fixed point problem in X (see Section 2):
x=Fx+Hx, x # X, (4.4)
where
(Fx)(t)=x(0)+
|&t
| |
|
0
S(x(s)) ds+|
t
0
S(x(s)) ds,
and
(Hx)(t)=
|&t
| |
|
0
h(s, x(s)) ds+|
t
0
h(s, x(s)) ds.
Obviously F is positively homogeneous. The assumption (i) means that the
equation
x=Fx
has only the trivial solution in X. Moreover, as the vector field S(x) is
autonomous, from the duality theorem in [CMZ2] it follows that
degLS(I&F, B r , 0)=(&1)n deg(S, Br , 0),
where B r=[x # X : &x&<r]. Thus it is nonzero by the assumption (ii).
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From Theorem 3.2, there exists a constant c0>0 such that, if H satisfies
&Hx&a &x&+b, \x # X (4.5)
for some constants a<c0 and b>0, then Eq. (4.4), namely the problem
(4.3)(4.2), has at least one solution.
Assume now that h # SCc([0, |]_Rn, Rn). From (2.3) we know that for
any =>0 there is = # L1(0, |) such that
|h(t, x)|(.(t)+=) |x|+=(t)
for all x and all t, where &.&1<c. Thus
|(Hx)(t)|= }|&t| |
|
0
h(s, x(s)) ds+|
t
0
h(s, x(s)) ds }
|
|
0
(.(s)+=) |x(s)|+=(s)) ds+|
t
0
((.(s)+=) |x(s)|+=(s)) ds
2(&.&1+|=) &x&+2&=&1
for all t # [0, |]. Namely,
&Hx&2(c+|=) &x&+2 &=&1 .
Thus, if we take c<c0 2 and =>0 sufficiently small, then (4.5) is satisfied
for any h # SCc([0, |]_Rn, Rn). K
Remark. Applying Theorem 4.1 to the periodic BVP of the second
order scalar differential equation:
u"+(*u+h(t, u))=e(t),
where * is not an eigenvalue and h # SCc([0, |]_R, R), we know that if
c is sufficiently small, the problem has at least one solution. Such a result
seems new because the nonlinearity *u+h(t, u) may not be in the usual
nonresonance intervals (generated by consecutive eigenvalues).
Let us now show how to compute the Fuc ik spectra 7(n, |) when
n=1, 2. If n=1, the periodic solutions of the scalar equation
x$=a+x++a&x&
are constants. Thus
7(1, |)=[(a+, a&) # R2 : a+=0 or a&=0].
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Now we analyze the Fuc ik spectra of planar systems. Consider the
following planar vector field S(x)=A+x++A&x&, where
A\=\a
\
c\
b\
d \+
are (2_2)-matrixes. Set
A1=\a
+
c+
b+
d ++ ,
A2=\a
&
c&
b+
d ++ ,
A3=\a
&
c&
b&
d &+ ,
and
A4=\a
+
c+
b&
d &+ .
Then, on the ith quadrant Qi , S(x) is just the linear mapping Ai x, i=1, 2,
3, 4.
Let (A+, A&) # 7(2, |) be a Fuc ik spectrum, i.e., the equation
x$=S(x)=A+x++A&x& (4.6)
has nonzero |-periodic solutions. As vector field S(x) is positively homo-
geneous, any solution of (4.6) has at most one intersecting point with any
half line starting from O. In particular, nonzero periodic solutions of (4.6)
are either constants or closed curves surrounding O.
The set of Fuc ik spectra 7(2, |) consists of three parts:
7(2, |)=71(2, |) _ 7+2 (2, |) _ 7
&
2 (2, |).
The set 71(2, |) consists of those (A+, A&) such that (4.6) has nonzero
constant solutions, i.e.,
S(x)=0 for some x # Qi "[0].
This is equivalent to that at least one of Ai has an eigenvector in Qi with
eigenvalue 0. One can easily work out the analytical conditions for this
case.
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Let now (A+, A&) # 7(2, |)"71(2, |), which means that (4.6) has non-
constant |-periodic solutions. A simple observation shows that all of b\,
c\ are nonzero. Otherwise, say b+=0 for example. Then
A1 \01+=d + \
0
1+ .
If d +=0, then (A+, A&) # 71(2, |). If d +{0, then the positive y-axis is
invariant under Eq. (4.6). This will prevent (4.6) from having nonconstant
periodic solutions.
The set 7+2 (2, |) (resp. 7
&
2 (2, |)) is defined as those (A
+, A&) #
7(2, |)"71(2, |) such that b+>0 (resp. b+<0). Obviously, by reversing
time we know that (A+, A&) # 7&2 (2, |) if and only if (&A
+, &A&) #
7+2 (2, |). So let us concentrate analyzing (A
+, A&) # 7+2 (2, |). To this
end, we need only to find the least times ti>0 and the positions ki such
that
eA1 t1 \01+=\
k1
0 + , (4.7)
eA4 t4 \10+=\
0
&k4+ , (4.8)
eA3 t3 \ 0&1+=\
&k3
0 + , (4.9)
eA2 t2 \&10 +=\
k2
0 + . (4.10)
Now the spectra are given by the following two conditions:
k1k2 k3k4=1, (4.11)
t1+t2+t3+t4=
|
n
, n # N. (4.12)
A phase plane analysis shows that the necessary conditions for the
solvability of Eqs. (4.7)(4.10) are
b+c+<0 and b+c&<0 and b&c&<0 and b&c+<0.
(4.13)
For a general (2_2) matrix
A=\ac
b
d+ ,
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let
T=tr A=a+d,
D=(tr A)2&4 det A=(a&d )2+4bc=(+&&)2,
and
+=
T+- D
2
if D0
&=
T&- D
2
if D0
+=
T+i - &D
2
if D<0
&=
T&i - &D
2
if D<0
be the trace, discriminate, and eigenvalues of A respectively. For simplicity,
we set
U=a&d.
Then
eA=\
1
2
(e++e&)+
U
2 - D
(e+&e&)
c
- D
(e+&e&)
b
- D
(e+&e&)
1
2
(e++e&)&
U
2 - D
(e+&e&)+
if D>0,
eA=exp
T
2 \
1+
U
2
c
b
1&
U
2+ if D=0,
eA=exp
T
2 \cos
- &D
2
+
U
- &D
sin
- &D
2
2c
- &D
sin
- &D
2
2b
- &D
sin
- &D
2
cos
- &D
2
&
U
- &D
sin
- &D
2 +
if D<0.
In the following, let Ti , Di , +i , &i be the traces, discriminates, and eigen-
values of Ai respectively. Similarly, Ui=U(Ai).
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Let us now solve Eq. (4.7). If D1>0, then
eA1 t1 \01+=\
b+
- D1
(e+1 t1&e&1 t1)
1
2
(e+1 t1+e&1 t1)&
U1
2 - D1
(e+1 t1&e&1 t1)+=\k10 + .
The equation
1
2
(e+1t1+e&1t1)&
U1
2 - D1
(e+1 t1&e&1 t1)=0
has a solution t1>0 if and only if
b+c+<0 and U1>0. (4.14)
See also (4.13). In this case we can get
t1=
1
- D1
log
U1+- D1
U1&- D1
(4.15)
and
k1=
b+
- D1 \\
U1+- D1
U1&- D1+
(T1+- D1)2 - D1
&\U1+- D1U1&- D1+
(T1&- D1)2 - D1
+ .
(4.16)
Similarly, when D1=0, Eq. (4.7) is
eA1t1 \01+=exp \
T1 t1
2 +\
b+t1
1&(U1 2) t1+=\
k1
0 + .
Thus it has a solution t1>0 if and only if (4.14) is satisfied. In this case,
t1=
2
U1
=
1
- &b+c+
(4.17)
and
k1=
b+
- &b+c+
exp
T1
- &b+c+
. (4.18)
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When D1<0, Eq. (4.7) is
eA1 t1 \01+=exp \
T1 t1
2 + \
2b+
- &D1
sin
- &D1
2
t1
cos
- &D1
2
t1&
U1
- &D1
sin
- &D1
2
t1+=\k10 + .
In this case, there is no any restriction on a+, d +. We always have
solutions
t1=
2
- &D1
cot&1
U1
- &D1
(4.19)
and
k1=
b+
- &b+c+
exp \ T1- &D1 cot
&1 U1
- &D1+ . (4.20)
Analogously, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of
Eqs. (4.8)(4.10) are:
If D40, then b+c&<0 and U4<0. (4.21)
If D30, then b&c&<0 and U3>0. (4.22)
If D20, then b&c+<0 and U2<0. (4.23)
The solutions of (4.8) are
t4={
1
- D4
log
U4&- D4
U4+- D4
2
- &D4
cot&1
U4
- &D4
if D40,
if D4<0.
(4.24)
and
k4={
&c+
- D4 \\
U4&- D4
U4+- D4+
(T4+- D4)2 - D4
&\U4&- D4U4+- D4+
(T4&- D4)2 - D4
+
(4.25)
if D40,
&c+
- &b&c+
exp \ T4- &D4 cot
&1 U4
- &D4+
if D4<0.
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Note that when D4=0, t4 and k4 in the above equalities are understood
that they are the limits when D4z0. They have similar formulas as in
(4.17) and (4.18).
The solutions of (4.9) and (4.10) are
t3= {
1
- D3
log
U3+- D3
U3&- D3
2
- &D3
cot&1
U3
- &D3
if D30,
if D3<0.
(4.26)
k3={
b&
- D3 \\
U3+- D3
U3&- D3+
(T3+- D3)2 - D3
&\U3+- D3U3&- D3+
(T3&- D3)2 - D3
+
(4.27)
if D30,
b&
- &b&c&
exp \ T3- &D3 cot
&1 U3
- &D3+
if D3<0.
t2= {
1
- D2
log
U2&- D2
U2+- D2
2
- &D2
cot&1
U2
- &D2
if D20,
if D2<0.
(4.28)
k2={
&c&
- D2 \\
U2&- D2
U2+- D2+
(T2+- D2)2 - D2
&\U2&- D2U2+- D2+
(T2&- D2)2 - D2
+
(4.29)
if D20,
&c&
- &b+c&
exp \ T2- &D2 cot
&1 U2
- &D2+
if D2<0.
As the conditions (4.14) and (4.21)(4.23) cannot be satisfied simulta-
neously, (A+, A&) cannot be the Fuc ik spectrum if all Di0. Thus we can
assume that at least of Di is negative. Now the Fuc ik spectra can be given
using formulas (4.15)(4.20) and (4.24)(4.29). As the problem is invariant
under a Z4-action (the rotations with angles i?2, i=0, 1, 2, 3), typically
we have the following five cases:
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(F1): D1<0, D4<0, D3<0 and D2<0;
(F2): D1<0, D4<0, D3<0 and D20;
(F3): D1<0, D4<0, D30 and D20;
(F4): D1<0, D40, D3<0 and D20;
(F5): D1<0, D40, D30 and D20.
In Case (F1), from (4.11) and (4.12), we know that (A+, A&) # 7+2 (2, |)
if (A+, A&) satisfies (4.13) and the following two conditions:
:
4
i=1
Ti
- &Di
cot&1
Ui
- &Di
=0, (4.30)
:
4
i=1
2
- &Di
cot&1
Ui
- &Di
=
|
n
, n # N. (4.31)
For the cases (F2)(F5), one can also use (4.13)(4.29) to give the corre-
sponding formulas of the Fuc ik spectra.
Let us compare the planar Fuc ik spectra with the classical ones.
Consider the second-order differential equation
x"+*+x++*&x&=0. (4.32)
Then
A\=\ 0&*\
1
0+
when Eq. (4.32) is written as a planar system. Now (A+, A&) # 71(2, |)
means that either *+=0 or *&=0. Since b+=1 in this case, the remaining
Fuc ik spectra are in 7+2 (2, |). As (A
+, A&) does not satisfy any one of the
conditions (4.14) and (4.21)(4.23), they must correspond to Case (F1).
From condition (4.13) we know that *\>0. Since Ti=0 and Ui=0 for all
i, condition (4.30) is trivial and (4.31) yields the classical Fuc ik spectra
?
- *+
+
?
- *&
=
|
n
, n # N.
As for the degree condition (ii) in Theorem 4.1, we give the formula for
topological degrees of piecewise linear planar mappings. For each i, the
imagine Ai (Qi) of Qi under Ai is a planar sector with the vertex O and with
some angle %i . As the angle of Qi is ?2 (less than ?), one sees easily that
0%i<?, i=1, 2, 3, 4.
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose S(x)=A+x++A&x& is a piecewisely linear
mapping in R2 such that S(x)=0 has only the trivial solution x=0. Then
deg(S, Br , 0)=
1
2?
:
4
i=1
sign(det Ai)%i . (4.33)
Proof. Let C=[(cos t, sin t): 0t<2?] be the unit circle. Geometri-
cally, the topological degree deg (S, B1 , 0) is the rotation number of the
curve
S(C )=[S(cos t, sin t): 0t<2?]
with respect to the origin. So we have the formula (4.33). K
Explicitly, for
A=\ac
b
d+ ,
let
{(A)=arccos
ab+cd
- a2+c2 - b2+d 2
# [0, ?].
Then
%i={{(Ai ),?&{(Ai ),
i=1, 3,
i=2, 4.
5. NONRESONANCE CONDITIONS FOR
POSITIVELY HOMOGENEOUS NONLINEARITIES
We study the periodic BVP of the first order nonautonomous differential
system in Rn :
x$= f (t, x), t # [0, |], (5.1)
x(0)=x(|), (5.2)
where f (t, x) has an asymptotically positively homogeneous nonlinearity.
Definition 5.1. Let B\(t), C\(t) # L1(0, |; Rn_n) be (n_n) matrix-
valued functions such that
B\(t)C\(t) for all t # [0, |]. (5.3)
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We say that the pairs (B\, C\) have Property P, if for any L1-functions
A\ # L1(0, |; Rn_n) satisfying
B\(t)A\(t)C\(t) for all t # [0, |], (5.4)
the positively homogeneous equation
x$=A+(t) x++A&(t)x& (5.5)
has only the trivial solution x#0 satisfying (5.2).
Remark. As it concerns time-dependent positively homogeneous systems,
the Property P contains more information than that in the Fuc ik spectra.
For example, let us consider the SturmLiouville problem
u"+ p(t)u=*u,
where p # L1(0, |). Rewrite this equation into a planar differential system
and set
B\(t)=C\(t)#\ 0*&p(t)
1
0+ .
It is easy to see that * is not an eigenvalue of the SturmLiouville problem
if and only if (B\(t), C\(t)) have the Property P.
Before giving the corresponding nonresonance results from such a
Property P, we need some preliminaries.
In the following, we use the weak topology in the space L1(0, |; R).
This is to say, a sequence [ ym]/L1(0, |; R) is convergent to some y0 #
L1(0, |; R), denoted by ym ( y0 , if and only if
|
|
0
ym(s) z(s) ds  |
|
0
y0(s) z(s) ds
for all z in L(0, |; R), the conjugate space of L1(0, |; R). The weak topology
in the space L1(0, |; Rn_n) is similarly defined.
Assume now that B\(t), C\(t) # Y :=L1(0, |; Rn_n) satisfy (5.3). Define
a subset M in Y_Y as
M=[(A+, A&) # Y_Y : B\(t)A\(t)C\(t) for all t # [0, |]].
Obviously, M is bounded in the L1-norm. From (5.4) we know that M is
equi-integrable. Thus M is a sequentially compact subset of Y_Y in the
weak topology.
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Now we consider the BVP (5.5)(5.2) for any (A+, A&) # M. As in
Section 2, the problem (5.5)(5.2) is equivalent to the following fixed point
problem in X :
x=F(A+, A&, x), x # X, (5.6)
where
F(A+, A&, x)(t)=x(0)+
|&t
| |
|
0
(A+(s) x+(s)+A&(s) x&(s)) ds
+ |
t
0
(A+(s) x+(s)+A&(s) x&(s)) ds. (5.7)
Proposition 5.1. Under the above notations, the mapping F : M_X  X
is uniformly completely continuous and F(A+, A&, } ) is positively homogeneous
for each (A+, A&) # M.
Proof. The positive homogeneity is obvious. In the following we verify
the uniformly complete continuity. For simplicity we assume that n=1. So
all of the vector- and matrix-valued functions under consideration are real
functions.
Compactness. Let [(A+m , A
&
m , xm)] be a sequence in M_X such that
[&xm &] is bounded. We aim at proving that the sequence [F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)]
has a subsequence converging in X. To this end, we rewrite (5.7) as
F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)(t)=xm(0)+J
+
m (t)+J
&
m (t),
where
J\m (t)=
|&t
| |
|
0
A\m (s) x
\
m (s) ds+|
t
0
A\m (s) x
\
m (s) ds.
It is easy to see that
|J \m (t)|2 |
|
0
|A\m (s)| |x
\
m (s)| ds2 &A
\
m &1 &xm&C
is bounded because &A\m &1 is bounded by (5.4). Since |xm(0)|&xm& is
also bounded, we know that [F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)] is a bounded sequence
in X.
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For the equi-continuity of [F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)], letting 0t1t2|, we
have
|J \m (t1)&J
\
m (t2)| } t2&t1| |
|
0
A\m (s) x
\
m (s) ds&|
t2
t1
A\m (s) x
\
m (s) ds }

|t2&t1 |
|
&A\m &1 &xm &+\|
t2
t1
|A\m (s)| ds+ &xm& .
Note that &A\m & is bounded by (5.4). Moreover, it follows from (5.4) that
|
t2
t1
|A\m (t)| dt|
t2
t1
max[ |B\(t)|, |C \(t)|] dt.
Thus [F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)] is also equicontinuous by the integrability of B
\
and C\. Hence [F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)] has a subsequence converging in X by
the ArzelaAscoli theorem.
Continuity. Now we are ready to check the continuity of F on M_X.
Assume that (A+m , A
&
m ) # M is a sequence such that A
\
m ( A
\
0 as m  
and [xm]/X is a sequence converging to x0 in X. The continuity is proved
by proving the following assertion: Any subsequence of [F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)]
has a sub-subsequence converging to F(A+0 , A
&
0 , x0) in X.
In order to simplify the notation, we only prove that [F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)]
has a subsequence [F(A+m$ , A
&
m$ , xm$)] converging to F(A
+
0 , A
&
0 , x0) in X.
To this end, we need only to prove that the following sequences, by
recalling the formula (5.7),
|
t
0
A\m (s) x
\
m (s) ds, m=1, 2, ...,
converges to
|
t
0
A\0 (s) x
\
0 (s) ds
uniformly in t # [0, |] when m  . Note that
} |
t
0
A\m (s) x
\
m (s) ds&|
t
0
A\0 (s) x
\
0 (s) ds }
 } |
t
0
A\m (s)(x
\
m (s)&x
\
0 (s)) ds }+ } |
t
0
(A\m (s)&A
\
0 (s)) x
\
0 (s) ds }
=: K \m (t)+L
\
m (t). (5.8)
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It is easy to see that, for any t # [0, |],
|K \m (t)||
|
0
|A\m (s)| |x
\
m (s)&x
\
0 (s)| ds&A
\
m &1 &x
\
m &x
\
0 &  0
(5.9)
because &A\m &1 is bounded by (5.4) and &x\m &x\0 &&xm&x0&  0.
This proves that [K \m ] converges uniformly to 0.
Now we consider the convergence of [L\m (t)] in (5.8). For any fixed
t # [0, |], let
z\(s)={x
\
0 (s),
0,
if 0st,
if t<s|.
Then z\( } ) # L(0, |). From the definition of weak convergence for
A\m ( A
\
0 , it follows that
|
t
0
(A\m (s)&A
\
0 (s)) x
\
0 (s) ds=|
|
0
A\m (s) z
\(s) ds&|
|
0
A\0 (s) z
\(s) ds  0
when m  . This means that, for any t # [0, |],
L\m (t)  0 as m  . (5.10)
As |xm(0)&x0(0)|&xm&x0& , thus (5.9) and (5.10) imply that, for
any t # [0, |],
F(A+m , A
&
m , xm)(t)  F(A
+
0 , A
&
0 , x0)(t) (5.11)
when m  .
From the proof for compactness, we know that there is a subsequence,
[F(A+m$ , A
&
m$ , xm$)], of [F(A
+
m , A
&
m , xm)] and there is a function y0 # X
such that, when m$  ,
F(A+m$ , A
&
m$ , xm$)(t)  y0(t) (5.12)
uniformly in t # [0, |].
From (5.11) and (5.12) we know that F(A+0 , A
&
0 , x0)(t)#y0(t). So we
conclude from (5.12) that
F(A+m$ , A
&
m$ , xm$)(t)  F(A
+
0 , A
&
0 , x0)(t)
uniformly in t # [0, |]. Thus the continuity is also proved. K
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Proposition 5.2. Let B\(t), C\(t) # L1(0, |; Rn_n). Assume that (B\(t),
C\(t)) satisfy (5.3) and have Property P. Then there is a constant c0>0
such that
&x&F(A+, A&, x)&c0 &x& (5.13)
for all A\(t) satisfying (5.4) and all x # X, where F(A+, A&, x) is defined
by (5.7).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.1 and from Theorem 3.1. K
Now we are in a position to state the main nonresonance result from the
Property P.
Theorem 5.1. Let A\(t, x), B\(t) and C \(t) be (n_n) matrix-valued
functions as in Definition 2.2. Assume that
(i) the pairs (B\(t), C\(t)) have the Property P; and
(ii) there are some A\0 (t) satisfying (5.4) such that the LeraySchauder
degree
degLS(I&F(A+0 , A
&
0 , } ), B r , 0){0.
Then there exists a constant c>0 such that, for any h # SCc([0, |]_Rn, Rn),
the equation
x$=(A+(t, x) x++A&(t, x)x&)+h(t, x) (5.14)
has at least one solution satisfying (5.2). In particular, if f (t, x) is asymptotic
to a positively homogeneouus nonlinearity satisfying (i) and (ii) then (5.1)(5.2)
has at least one solution.
Proof. Consider the following homotopy equation of (5.14):
x$=(1&*)[A+0 (t) x
++A&0 (t)x
&]+*[(A+(t, x) x+
+A&(t, x)x&)+h(t, x)], (5.15)*
where * # [0, 1]. As in Section 2, the problem (5.15)* (5.2) is equivalent to
the following fixed point problem:
x=G*(x)+H*(x), x # X, (5.16)
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where
G*(x)(t)=x(0)+
|&t
| |
|
0
[[(1&*) A+0 (s)+*A
+(s, x(s))]x+(s)
+[(1&*) A&0 (s)+*A
&(s, x(s))] x&(s)] ds
+|
t
0
[[(1&*) A+0 (s)+*A
+(s, x(s))] x+(s)
+[(1&*) A&0 (s)+*A
&(s, x(s))] x&(s)] ds (5.17)
and
H*(x)(t)=* _|&t| |
|
0
h(s, x(s)) ds+|
t
0
h(s, x(s)) ds& . (5.18)
Meanwhile, the problem (5.14)(5.2) is equivalent to
x=G1(x)+H1(x). (5.19)
We want to prove that the solutions of (5.15)*(5.2) are a priori bounded.
Assume that x # X is a solution of (5.15)*(5.2) for some * # [0, 1]. We
simply set
A\(t)=(1&*) A\0 (t)+*A
\(t, x(t)).
Then (A+, A&) satisfies (5.4). Moreover, x satisfies
x=F(A+, A&, x)+H*(x). (5.20)
Thus, by Proposition 5.2, we have
&x&F(A+, A&, x)&c0 &x& . (5.21)
Proceeding now as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we assume h # SCc([0, |]
_Rn, Rn). Thus, for any =>0 there is = # L1(0, |) such that
|h(t, x)|(.(t)+=) |x|+=(t)
for all x and all t, where &.&1<c. Hence
|(H*x)(t)|=* }|&t| |
|
0
h(s, x(s)) ds+|
t
0
h(s, x(s)) ds }
|
|
0
((.(s)+=) |x(s)|+=(s)) ds+|
t
0
((.(s)+=) |x(s)|+=(s)) ds
2(&.&1+|= )&x&+ 2&=&1
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for all t # [0, |]. Namely,
&H*x&2(c+|=) &x&+2 &=&1 . (5.22)
From (5.21) and (5.22), we know that if c<c0 2 and =>0 is sufficiently
small, then the solutions of (5.20) (equivalently, (5.16)) are a priori bounded.
The LeraySchauder continuation theorem implies that
degLS(I&G1&H1 , B r , 0)=degLS(I&G0 , B r , 0)
=degLS(I&F(A+0 , A
&
0 , } ), B r , 0),
which is nonzero by assumption (ii). Therefore, Eq. (5.19), or equivalently
the problem (5.14)(5.2), has at least one solution. K
Theorem 3.1 plays a fundamental role in the above proof. In the following
we show that the persistence of Property P can also be derived from
Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that B\(t)=(b\ij (t)), C
\(t)=(c\ij (t)) # L
1(0,
|; Rn_n) satisfy (5.3) and have Property P. Then there exists a constant
c>0 such that, if D\(t)=(d \ij (t)) # L
1(0, |; Rn_n) satisfy
d \ij (t)0 \t # [0, |] and i, j
and
&D\&1<c, (5.23)
then the pairs (B\&D\, C\+D\) also have Property P.
Proof. In order to verify Property P for pairs (B\&D\, C\+D\), let
A \(t)=(a~ \ij (t)) # L
1(0, |; Rn_n) be such that
B\(t)&D\(t)A \(t)C\(t)+D\(t) for all t # [0, |].
Define matrix-valued functions A\(t)=(a\ij (t)) # L
1(0, |; Rn_n) as
a~ \ij (t), if b
\
ij (t)a~
\
ij (t)c
\
ij (t),
a\ij (t)={c\ij (t), if a~ \ij (t)c\ij (t),b\ij (t), if a~ \ij (t)b\ij (t).
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Set P\(t)=A \(t)&A\(t). Then A \=A\+P\. Moreover,
B\A\C\
and
&D\P\D\. (5.24)
Consider the equation
x$=A +(t) x++A &(t)x&
=(A+(t) x++A&(t)x&)+(P+(t) x++P&(t)x&) (5.25)
with the boundary condition (5.2).
As in Section 2, the problem (5.25)(5.2) is equivalent to
x=F(A+, A&, x)+G(x), (5.26)
where F(A+, A&, x) is as in (5.7) and
G(x)(t)=
|&t
| |
|
0
(P+(s) x+(s)+P&(s) x&(s)) ds
+|
t
0
(P+(s) x+(s)+P&(s) x&(s)) ds.
As the pairs (B\, C\) have Property P, by Theorem 3.1 there is some
c0>0 (independent of A\) such that
&x&F(A+, A&, x)&c0 &x& (5.27)
for all x # X.
Noticing (5.23) and (5.24), we can obtain
&G(x)&2c &x& (5.28)
for all x # X.
From (5.27) and (5.28), it thus follows that Eq. (5.26) has only the trivial
solution if we take c<c0 2. K
Remark. Let D\(t)#=E, where E is the (n_n) matrix with all entries 1.
From Theorem 5.2, we know that if (B\, C\) have Property P then
(B\&=E, C\+=E) have also Property P if 0<=<<1. Thus Theorem 5.2
covers the persistence results of Property P in [FH, HM].
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Let us end this paper with some comments on our results.
6.1. Dimension
Most works mentioned in the introduction are concerned with second-
order ODEs or special higher-order ODEs. However, the Fuc ik spectra
and Property P are defined in this article for general first-order differential
systems in Euclidean space with arbitrary dimension.
As for the positively homogeneous nonlinearity in Definition 2.2, it
comes from the simplest positively homogeneous vector field S(x)=A+x+
+A&x&. Of course, one can consider other positively homogeneous
differential systems and their perturbations, because Theorem 3.1 is given
for general positively homogeneous operators.
6.2. Boundary Conditions
In this article we deal only with the periodic BVP. Other BVPs such as
the Dirichlet problem for second-order ODEs, and the BVP considered in
[GH]:
{u$$$+ f (u)=h(t), t # [0, 1],u(0)=u$(0)=u(1)=0,
can also be studied similarly by the idea in this paper. The only difference
is that we should consider the corresponding boundary conditions in
Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. From the same reasoning, we can even discuss the
Dirichlet and the Neumann problem for elliptic PDEs.
6.3. p-Laplacian
A natural resource for asymptotically positively homogeneous nonlinearity
is the p-Laplacian:
(,p(u$))$+f (t, u, u$)=h(t),
where 1<p< and
,p(u)=|u| p&2 u.
When f (t, u, v) is semilinear in the following sense:
lim sup
|u|+|v|  
| f (t, u, v)|
,p( |u| )+,p( |v| )
=.(t)
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exist uniformly in t # [0, |], we can introduce the similar Fuc ik spectra
and Property P. We will not give details here. For the Dirichlet BVP of
p-Laplacian, one can see del Pino, Elgueta, and Mana sevich [DEM], and
Zhang [Zh1]. The periodic BVP of p-Laplacian has been studied by
Boccardo, Dra bek, Giachetti, and Kuc era [BDGK], and Fabry and
Fayyad [FF]. We remark that the results in the literature can be improved
in part by applying Theorem 3.1 and the idea in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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